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Abstract 

It is shown how baryons can be included 

in the topological expansion. 

LBL-6118 

There has been considerable interest in the problem 

of incorporating. b.aryons into the topological expansion 

< 1,2 scheme of Venez1ano This can be done as follows. The 

baryon~s regarded as a set,of three oriented surfaces. 

These can be arranged as the feathers of an arrow, so that 

each of the three surfaces is a strip with its outer boun

dary represented by a. colored, flavor-carrying quark line 

and its inner boundary represent~d by a white, colorless, 

flavorless line. rhe three colored quark lines carry 

three different colors, red, blue, and yellow, and are 

d . · f th row The three white directed in the 1rect1on o e ar • 

• lines are directed oppositely to the direction of the arrow. 

The three white lines, taken together, are called the baryon 

line, ·and can be cons idere9 to carry one unit of baryon 

number in the direction of the arrow. 

For any process involving mesons and baryons one can 
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construct a set of basic diagrams by the. following proce

dure: for each incoming baryon draw a set of four in-

coming lines consisting of three quark lines of different 

colors and a baryon line; for each outgoingbaryon draw a 

set of four outgoing lines consisting of.three quark lines 

of different colors and a baryon line; for each meson draw 

a pa~r of colored quark lines, one incoming·and.one out~ 

going, both of the same unspecified color; connect each 

incoming quark line to some outgoing quark line·of the 

same color; connect each incoming baryon line·to some out

going baryon line. The four lines associated with.an in

coming or outgoing baryon are allowed to go to four different 

destinations. 

This diagram is converted into a single oriented 

surface by "capping" the set of ·lines associated with each 

particle. The two lines associated with ameson are capped 

by joining them together to form a single boundary line of 

definite color. The si~ lines associated with an incoming 

or outgoing baryon are capped by .joining the red quark line 

to the white partner of. the blue quark line, jo'ining the 

blue quark line to the·white partner of the yellow quark 

line, and joining the y.ellow quark line to the white partner 

of the red,quark line. The three strips thereby become 

I. . 
parts.of the one or1ented surface.· 

By following the track of each boundary line of the 

surface one can determine the number of distinct boundaries. 
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The genus h of the surface is given by 

h = nB + 1 - b, (1) 

where nB is the number of incoming plus outgoing baryons. 

For example, any basic diagram that can be drawn on a plane 

with·each incoming baryon line going to the same destina-
,J 

tion as the "middle" quark line (which is the one that lies 

between the other two) has h = 0. The complete set of h = 0 

surfaces will be described below. 

The discontinuity formulas involve products of am

plitudes formed by the usual rule of mass-shell integration 

over the momenta of the intermediate sets of particles. 

These products generate surfaces of topological complexities 

greater than those of the surfaces corresponding to the 

basic diagrams. A useful general formula for the genus of 

such a Surface is 

h 
K 

~ hi+ nB + K - K'. 
i=l 

(2) 

Here K is the number of components (connected parts) of the 

surface, and K' is the number of components that would be 

obtained if one replaced the above-described capping pro~ 

cedure for baryons by the direct-capping procedure of joining 

each colored quark line to its own white partner. This 

direct-capping procedure breaks the surface into a set of 

simpler surfaces, which ate labeled by i, and which are 

analogous to the surfaces of the meson sector. The genus 
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of subsurface i is hi. For the surfaces corresponding to 

the basic diagrams each hi = 0, and b' = b + 1 - K' 

Then (1) follows from (2). 

K = 1. 

Amplitudes corresponding to diagrams that have more 

than one component (K > 1) are expected to be suppressed. 

In order to conveniently classify amplitudes by the two num

bers N and g 2 we shall take this suppre~sion factor to be 

-2 K-1 (N ) , where N is the number of flavors. Then tre de-

pendence of a general amplitude on g 2 and N is given by 

nM-nB+2b+2w+4h-4K w-2K+2 
g N 

where nM is the number of mesons and w is the number of win

dows. This is the same as the formula given by Veneziano 

..... 

-n 
for the meson case, except for the extra factor g B(g 2N) 2 (l-K), 

which is unity in the meson case. 

The topological structure of these diagrams can be 

easily visualized in the following way: Consider first a 

single baryon capped at both ends. Topologitally ~t is 

like the skin of an apple with three holes cut out. Each 

of the~e holes in the skin i~ bounded by a line that is 

half colored and hal'f white. Let the apple be'deformed by 

pulling out from with~n each hole in the skin a long tubula~ 

protuberance. Let the colored part of the corresponding 

boundary be distorted out along this protuberance, with the 

white part kept on the ~riginal surface. Then each protu-

berance has a strip that is bounded by two quark lines of the 
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same color running in opposite directions. Such a strip 

is called a meson strip. The general diagram can be vi-

sualized as the result of taking a set of such apples, one 

for each baryon pair connected by a baryon line, and joining 

together certain sets of protuberances carrying quark lines 

of the same color. At a joining of such a set of protu-

berances the 'associated meson strips are joined together 

to form part of a single oriented surface, with the meson 

strips radiating out along the tubes. If the apples are now 

shrunk to points, and the t~bes to lines, then a graph is 

obtained. The necessary and sufficient condition for the 

surface associated with a basic diagram to have h = 0 is 

that this graph be a tree graph (i.e. contain no closed 

loops). 

Planar graphs are defined to be those with h = 0 and 

b~ = 1. The analog of Veneziano's plan~r discontinuity 

formula is easily obtained. ·If one looks at the surface 

with boundaries, rather than the closed surface upon which 

it is attached, one sees three meson strips emerging from 

each apple. Each apple can be distorted into a long thin 

cylinder with three ribbons peeling off from the sides. The 

six lines corresponding to an incoming baryon touch one end, 

and the six lines corresponding to an outgoing baryon touch 

the other end. Mesons can be attached to the edges of the 

ribbons that emerge from these cylinders. The discontinuity 

corresponding to a separation of the external lines into 
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two disjoint sets of particles is zero unless the surface 

can be cut into two disjoint pieces, each connected and 

containing precisely one of the two sets of particles. 

Each nonzero discontinuity is given as a sum of products 

of pairs of planar amplitudes. This sum is represented by 

the sum of diagrams obtained by taking the two parts of the 

surface that were cut apart and connecting them together 

again along the same cut by particle lines that do not 

cross. Details will be given in a forthcoming paper. 

The concept of color introduced here is not equi

valent to that of color in quantumchromodynamics, since our 

quarks do not twinkle. One may generalize the model de-

scribed here to twinkling or colorless quarks, but more 

complicated topologies are then allowed. This will also be 

discussed in the forthcoming paper. 

I would like to thank Professor G. F. Chew, Dr. 

F. J. Capra, Dr. J-P. ~sock and Mr. G. Weissmann for valu

able discussions related to this work • 
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